Bonjour Tristesse By Francoise Sagan Book
Analysi
Getting the books bonjour tristesse by francoise sagan book analysi now is not type of challenging
means. You could not abandoned going like books amassing or library or borrowing from your
connections to entry them. This is an no question simple means to specifically acquire guide by on-line.
This online statement bonjour tristesse by francoise sagan book analysi can be one of the options to
accompany you in imitation of having extra time.
It will not waste your time. say yes me, the e-book will categorically freshen you other thing to read.
Just invest tiny grow old to edit this on-line declaration bonjour tristesse by francoise sagan book
analysi as capably as review them wherever you are now.

The Mischief Assia Djebar 1958
Bonjour Tristesse Françoise Sagan 2011 'Late into the night we talked of love, of its complications. In
my father's eyes they were imaginary . . . This conception of rapid, violent and passing love affairs
appealed to my imagination. I was not at the age when fidelity is attractive. I knew very little about
love.' The French Riviera: home to the Beautiful People. And none are more beautiful than Cécile, a
precocious seventeen-year-old, and her father Raymond, a vivacious libertine. Charming, decadent and
irresponsible, the golden-skinned duo are dedicated to a life of free love, fast cars and hedonistic
pleasures. But then, one long, hot summer Raymond decides to marry, and Cécile and her lover Cyril
feel compelled to take a hand in his amours, with tragic consequences. Bonjour Tristesse scandalized
1950s France with its portrayal of teenager terrible Cécile, a heroine who rejects conventional notions
of love, marriage and responsibility to choose her own sexual freedom. 'The novel that paved the way
for the permissive society . . . one of the literary sensations of the century' Daily Telegraph
Françoise Sagan Judith Graves Miller 1988 Provides in-depth analysis of the life, works, career, and
critical importance of Francoise Sagan.
A Certain Smile Françoise Sagan 1960
The Idea of You Robinne Lee 2017-06-13 Solène Marchand begins an impassioned affair with a member
of her daughter’s favorite boy band.
To the North 2016
The Art of Fiction David Lodge 2012-04-30 In this entertaining and enlightening collection David Lodge
considers the art of fiction under a wide range of headings, drawing on writers as diverse as Henry
James, Martin Amis, Jane Austen and James Joyce. Looking at ideas such as the Intrusive Author,
Suspense, the Epistolary Novel, Magic Realism and Symbolism, and illustrating each topic with a
passage taken from a classic or modern novel, David Lodge makes the richness and variety of British
and American fiction accessible to the general reader. He provides essential reading for students,
aspiring writers and anyone who wants to understand how fiction works.
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Modern Languages Study Guides: Bonjour tristesse Karine Harrington 2018-11-26 Literature analysis
made easy. Build your students' confidence in their language abilities and help them develop the skills
needed to critique their chosen work: putting it into context, understanding the themes and narrative
technique, as well as specialist terminology. Breaking down each scene, character and theme in Bonjour
tristesse (Hello sadness) this accessible guide will enable your students to understand the historical and
social context of the novel and give them the critical and language skills needed to write a successful
essay. - Strengthen language skills with relevant grammar, vocab and writing exercises throughout Aim for top marks by building a bank of textual examples and quotes to enhance exam response - Build
confidence with knowledge-check questions at the end of every chapter - Revise effectively with pages
of essential vocabulary and key mind maps throughout - Feel prepared for exams with advice on how to
write an essay, plus sample essay questions, two levels of model answers and examiner commentary
La Chamade Françoise Sagan 1966-06
Bonjour Tristesse Francoise Sagan 2008-06-17 Endearing, self-absorbed, seventeen-year-old Cécile is
the very essence of untroubled amorality. Freed from the stifling constraints of boarding school, she
joins her father—a handsome, still-young widower with a wandering eye—for a carefree, two-month
summer vacation in a beautiful villa outside of Paris with his latest mistress, Elsa. Cécile cherishes the
free-spirited moments she and her father share, while plotting her own sexual adventures with a "tall
and almost beautiful" law student. But the arrival of her late mother's best friend, Anne, intrudes upon a
young girl's pleasures. And when a relationship begins to develop between the adults, Cécile and her
lover set in motion a plan to keep them apart...with tragic, unexpected consequences. The
internationally beloved story of a precocious teenager's attempts to understand and control the world
around her, Françoise Sagan's Bonjour Tristesse is a beautifully composed, wonderfully ambiguous
celebration of sexual liberation, at once sympathetic and powerfully unsparing.
Aimez-vous Brahms... Roman Françoise Sagan 1969
In the Absence of Men Philippe Besson 2011-07-31 'An astonishing love story, beautifully told' Time
Out 'I am sixteen. I am as old as the century' It is 1916. Vincent is sixteen, on the brink of manhood.
Vincent is aristocratic and privileged, frequenting the salons of Paris while France is at war and the city
almost deserted of men. In that brutal summer, Vincent's beauty and precocity captivate two men:
Marcel, thirty years his senior, a writer and celebrated socialite; and Arthur, the twenty-one year old
son of one of the servants, who is now a soldier at the front. As both relationships develop Vincent
intuitively tries to keep his passions separate, but over the weeks of indolent Parisian summer and faroff war, confidences are made, absences endured, secrets revealed. All of these men will suffer, and
Vincent will lose the last vestiges of his childhood innocence. In the Absence of Men is a stunning first
novel to discover this pride season: in its daring in representation and celebration of gay sexuality, in
the beauty of its prose and in its delicacy of feeling.
A Certain Smile Françoise Sagan 2011-10-15 Françoise Sagan is best known for her first novel,
Bonjour Tristesse, which caused a scandal when she first published it at the age of eighteen in 1953.
But her second novel, A Certain Smile, less shocking and more psychologically convincing, was
preferred by many critics. Like Bonjour Tristesse, this story is set in Paris in the 1950s and told by a
young student bored by her law books, restless and curious about love and sex. She is fond of her loyal
boyfriend, but he, too, bores her. His worldly uncle strikes her as more exciting, appealingly risky and
forbidden. Frank and spontaneous, vulnerable and cruel, thoughtless and insightful, Sagan's young
narrator explores such perennial themes as unrequited love and the precarious balance of irrational
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emotions and self-restraint. This edition includes a new foreword by Diane Johnson, author of the bestselling novels Le Divorce and L’Affaire. “The second book is now out, and so is the verdict. Sagan’s
novel Un Certain Sourire, written in two months, is the new literary sensation of Paris.”—Time “Miss
Sagan is a technician of the highest order, working with exceptional economy and elegance in the
tradition of Colette and Benjamin Constant.”—Atlantic “The reader is given the feeling of having opened
a young girl’s intimate diary by mistake. But whoever put such a diary down?—especially when the
author is as sensitive, experienced, gifted and freshly talented as Mlle. Sagan!”—San Francisco
Examiner “[Sagan’s] style is honest, direct, and her dialogue true. But for her sake let’s hold back those
invidious comparisons. Colette indeed! She might turn out to be Sagan.”—Saturday Review
Au Revoir, Tristesse Viv Groskop 2020-06-09 “Groskop skillfully juggles memoir, biography, philosophy,
and literary criticism to create a delightful tour through some of French literature’s greats.” —Madeline
Miller, New York Times–bestselling author Like many people the world over, Viv Groskop wishes she
was a little more French. A writer, comedian, and journalist, Groskop studied the language obsessively
starting at age 11, and spent every vacation in France, desperate to escape her Englishness and to have
some French chic rub off on her. In Au Revoir, Tristesse, Groskop mixes literary history and memoir to
explore how the classics of French literature can infuse our lives with joie de vivre and teach us how to
say goodbye to sadness. From the frothy hedonism of Colette and the wit of Cyrano de Bergerac to the
intoxicating universe of Marguerite Duras and the heady passions of Les Liaisons dangereuses, this is a
love letter to great French writers. With chapters on Marcel Proust, Victor Hugo, Gustave Flaubert,
Stendhal, Honoré de Balzac, Albert Camus, and of course Françoise Sagan, this is a delectable read for
book lovers everywhere. “Ms. Groskop is a skilled raconteuse who brings people—and the page—to life.
She writes with a self-deprecating appreciation of the Frenchman or -woman manqué(e) that lurks in us
all. You don’t have to be a savant to enjoy this book . . . Au Revoir, Tristesse will make a witty, seductive
companion.” —The Wall Street Journal “Groskop’s combination of her own memories, what the novels
meant to her at different stages in her life, her description of the authors, along with her description of
the novels, will have readers eagerly turning the book’s pages.” —Forbes
Sunlight on Cold Water Françoise Sagan 1978 "Gilles Lantier is thirty-five, attractive, with a beautiful
mistress and a job in Paris as a journalist. He seems to have all that life can offer. But suddenly he is
overwhelmed by despair. Nothing seems worth while. In panic at his boredom, and hating Eloïse, his
model girlfriend, he flees for some peace to his sister and her dull husband in the provinces. Here he
meets Nathalie, the wife of a country lawyer. She falls deeply in love with him, a passion to which he
soon responds. But back in Paris her innate goodness contrasts oddly with the frivolity of Gilles's life.
Soon it seems as if their relationships is doomed, as if their happiness is a mere gleam of sunlight on
cold water" -- p. [4] of cover.
Those Without Shadows Françoise Sagan 1957 Studies a small circle of young Parisians and the
changing pattern of their love affairs.
Sagan, Paris 1954 Anne Berest 2015-06-15 Before Françoise Sagan the literary icon there was
Françoise Quoirez, an eighteen-year-old Parisian girl, who wrote a novel and needed a publisher for it.
The Double Life of Liliane Lily Tuck 2015-09-15 This National Book Award–winning author’s
autobiographical novel is a “layered portrait of a family and the historical eras it lived through” (The
Boston Globe). “Tuck is a genius.” —Los Angeles Book Review Her father is a German movie producer
who lives in Italy. Her mother is a beautiful, artistically talented woman who resides in New York. As
their child, Liliane’s life is divided between those two very different worlds—worlds that inspire her to
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find herself in both the present and in her ancestors’ pasts. A shy and observant only child with a vivid
imagination, Liliane finds herself exploring her family’s vibrant history—which includes such renowned
and diverse figures as the philosopher Moses Mendelssohn and the tragic Mary Queen of Scots—and
piecing together their vivid lives. And in doing so, what is revealed is an astonishing and riveting
exploration of self, humanity, and family. Told with Lily Tuck’s inimitable elegance and peppered with
documents, photos, and a rich and varied array of characters, “this autobiographical novel creates a
portrait of the writer as a young woman” (The New Yorker).
I Was Told There'd Be Cake Sloane Crosley 2008-04-01 Hailed by David Sedaris as "perfectly,
relentlessly funny" and by Colson Whitehead as "sardonic without being cruel, tender without being
sentimental," from the author of the new collection Look Alive Out There. Wry, hilarious, and profoundly
genuine, this debut collection of literary essays is a celebration of fallibility and haplessness in all their
glory. From despoiling an exhibit at the Natural History Museum to provoking the ire of her first boss to
siccing the cops on her mysterious neighbor, Crosley can do no right despite the best of intentions -- or
perhaps because of them. Together, these essays create a startlingly funny and revealing portrait of a
complex and utterly recognizable character who aims for the stars but hits the ceiling, and the
inimitable city that has helped shape who she is. I Was Told There'd Be Cake introduces a strikingly
original voice, chronicling the struggles and unexpected beauty of modern urban life.
Blackberry Wine Joanne Harris 2001-04-24 As a boy, writer Jay Mackintosh spent three golden summers
in the ramshackle home of "Jackapple Joe" Cox. A lonely child, he found solace in Old Joe's simple
wisdom and folk charms. The magic was lost, however, when Joe disappeared without warning one fall.
Years later, Jay's life is stalled with regret and ennui. His bestselling novel, Jackapple Joe, was
published ten years earlier and he has written nothing since. Impulsively, he decides to leave his urban
life in London and, sight unseen, purchases a farmhouse in the remote French village of Lansquenet.
There, in that strange and yet strangely familiar place, Jay hopes to re-create the magic of those golden
childhood summers. And while the spirit of Joe is calling to him, it is actually a similarly haunted,
reclusive woman who will ultimately help Jay find himself again.
The Unmade Bed Françoise Sagan 2006 Five years earlier the beautiful actress Beatrice Valmont had
broken gauche insurance broker Edouard Maligrasse's heart. Now he is an acclaimed young playwright
whose star is in the ascendant and suddenly she is attracted to him."
Middlebrow Matters Diana Holmes 2018-11-30 This is the first book to study the middlebrow novel in
France. Middlebrow is a derogatory word that connotes blandness, mediocrity and a failed aspiration to
'high' culture. However, when appropriated as a positive term to denote that wide swathe of literature
between the challenging experimentalism of the high and the formulaic drive of the popular, it enables
a rethinking of the literary canon from the point of view of what most readers actually read, a criterion
curiously absent from dominant definitions of literary value. Since women have long formed a majority
of the nation's reading public, this perspective immediately feminises what has always been a very male
canon. Opening with a theorisation of the concept of middlebrow that mounts a defence of some literary
qualities disdained by modernism, the book then focuses on a series of case studies of periods (the Belle
Époque, inter-war, early twenty-first century), authors (including Colette, Irène Nemirovsky, Françoise
Sagan, Anna Gavalda) and the middlebrow nature of literary prizes. It concludes with a double reading
of a single text, from the perspective of an academic critic, and from that of a middlebrow reader.
That Mad Ache: A Novel/Translator, Trader: An Essay Franoise Sagan 2009-05-12 Set in Paris in
the mid-1960s, Lucile, a young, rootless woman, finds herself torn between a fifty-year-old businessman
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and a thirty-year-old hot-blooded, impulsive editor; and, in a companion to the novel, the translator
describes the process of rewritin
How Many Miles to Babylon? Jennifer Johnston 2014-06-24 From a Whitbread Award–winning
author: A WWI novel of loyalty and friendship “graced with the immanent lyrical talent of the Irish
writers at their best” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review). Born to an aristocratic family on an estate
outside of Dublin, Alexander Moore feels the constraints of his position most acutely in his friendship
with Jerry Crowe, a Catholic laborer in town. Jerry is one of the few bright spots in Alec’s otherwise
troubled life. The boys bond over their love of swimming and horses, despite the admonitions of Alec’s
cold and overbearing mother, who scolds her son for venturing outside of his class. When the Great War
begins, he seizes the opportunity to escape his overbearing mother and taciturn father, and enlists in
the British army. Jerry, too, enlists—not out of loyalty to Britain, but to prepare himself for the
Republican cause. Stationed in Flanders, the young men are reunited and find that, while encamped in
the trenches, their commonalities are what help them survive. Now a lieutenant and an officer, Alec and
Jerry again find their friendship under assault, this time from the rigid Major Glendinning, whose
unyielding adherence to rank leads the two men toward a harrowing impasse that will change their
lives forever.
Checkout 19 Claire-Louise Bennett 2022-03-01 “Bennett writes like no one else. She is a rare talent,
and Checkout 19 is a masterful novel.” –Karl Ove Knausgaard Named a most anticipated book of 2022
by Vulture, Glamour, Bustle, and Lit Hub From the author of the “dazzling. . . . and daring” Pond (O
magazine), the adventures of a young woman discovering her own genius, through the people she
meets–and dreams up–along the way. In a working-class town in a county west of London, a schoolgirl
scribbles stories in the back pages of her exercise book, intoxicated by the first sparks of her
imagination. As she grows, everything and everyone she encounters become fuel for a burning talent.
The large Russian man in the ancient maroon car who careens around the grocery store where she
works as a checkout clerk, and slips her a copy of Beyond Good and Evil. The growing heaps of other
books in which she loses–and finds–herself. Even the derailing of a friendship, in a devastating violation.
The thrill of learning to conjure characters and scenarios in her head is matched by the exhilaration of
forging her own way in the world, the two kinds of ingenuity kindling to a brilliant conflagration.
Exceeding the extraordinary promise of Bennett’s mold-shattering debut, Checkout 19 is a radical
affirmation of the power of the imagination and the magic escape those who master it open to us all.
Réponses Françoise Sagan 1979
Who Was Changed and Who Was Dead Barbara Comyns 2010-11-01 “Comyns’ novel is deranged in
ways that shouldn’t be disclosed.” —Ben Marcus This is the story of the Willoweed family and the
English village in which they live. It begins mid-flood, ducks swimming in the drawing-room windows,
“quacking their approval” as they sail around the room. “What about my rose beds?” demands
Grandmother Willoweed. Her son shouts down her ear-trumpet that the garden is submerged, dead
animals everywhere, she will be lucky to get a bunch. Then the miller drowns himself . . . then the
butcher slits his throat . . . and a series of gruesome deaths plagues the villagers. The newspaper asks,
“Who will be smitten by this fatal madness next?” Through it all, Comyns' unique voice weaves a text as
wonderful as it is horrible, as beautiful as it is cruel. Originally published in England in 1954, this
“overlooked small masterpiece” is a twisted, tragicomic gem.
The Digested Read John Crace 2006 Literary ombudsman John Crace never met an important book he
didnt like to deconstruct.From Salman Rushdie to John Grisham, Crace retells the big books in just 500
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bitingly satirical words, pointing his pen at the clunky plots, stylistic tics and pretensions to Big Ideas,
as he turns publishers golden dream books into dross. In the grand tradition of Tom Lehrer and Stan
Freberg, Crace takes the books that produce the most media hype and retells each story in its authors
inimitable style. Philip Roth, Don Delillo, Margaret Drabble, Paul Auster, Alice Sebold, John Updike,
Tom Wolfe, Ruth Rendell, A.S. Byatt, John LeCarre, Michael Crichton and Ian McEwan all emerge
delightfully scathed in this book that makes it easy to talk knowingly about books youve never bothered
to read or, for that matter, should have.
The Wonderful Clouds Françoise Sagan 1963
Bonjour Tristesse by Françoise Sagan (Book Analysis) Bright Summaries 2017-03-21 Unlock the
more straightforward side of Bonjour Tristesse with this concise and insightful summary and analysis!
This engaging summary presents an analysis of Bonjour Tristesse by Françoise Sagan, which centres
around Cécile, a teenage girl who lives a carefree and hedonistic life with her widowed father Raymond.
The novel narrates the events of one summer, in which a series of unexpected occurrences force Cécile
to confront a difficult choice between her shallow and frivolous lifestyle and the responsibilities of
adulthood. Sagan wrote Bonjour Tristesse at the age of just 18, and the novel brought her immediate
success and fame. It is still widely read and studied in France today and remains her best-known work,
although she wrote a number of other novels, as well as plays, film scripts, short stories and nonfiction.
Find out everything you need to know about Bonjour Tristesse in a fraction of the time! This in-depth
and informative reading guide brings you: • A complete plot summary • Character studies • Key themes
and symbols • Questions for further reflection Why choose BrightSummaries.com? Available in print
and digital format, our publications are designed to accompany you in your reading journey. The clear
and concise style makes for easy understanding, providing the perfect opportunity to improve your
literary knowledge in no time. See the very best of literature in a whole new light with
BrightSummaries.com!
Chocolates for Breakfast Pamela Moore 2013-06-25 Precocious and shocking when first published in
1956, Chocolates for Breakfast is a candid coming-of-age story of a young girl’s sudden awakening to
love and desire written by 18-year-old Pamela Moore. Disaffected, sexually precocious 15-year-old
Courtney Farrell splits her time between her parents’ homes in New York and Los Angeles. When a
crush on a female teacher in boarding school ends badly, Courtney sets out to know everything
fast—from tasting dry martinis to engaging in a passionate love affair with an older man. Considered an
American response to French sensation Bonjour Tristesse, Chocolates for Breakfast is also a tale of
Courtney’s close and ultimately tragic friendship with her roommate, Janet Parker, and a moving
account of how teenagers approach love and sex for the first time. This edition of Chocolates for
Breakfast features 16 pages of insights into the book, including author interviews, recommended
reading, and more.
The Margot Affair Sanaë Lemoine 2020-06-16 A NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE The secret
daughter of a French politician and a famous actress drops the startling revelation that will shatter her
family in this beguiling debut novel of intrigue and betrayal. NAMED ONE OF SUMMER’S BEST
BOOKS BY The Skimm • Marie Claire • LitHub • Subway Book Review • Paperback Paris Margot Louve
is a secret: the child of a longstanding affair between an influential French politician with presidential
ambitions and a prominent stage actress. This hidden family exists in stolen moments in a small
Parisian apartment on the Left Bank. It is a house of cards that Margot—fueled by a longing to be seen
and heard—decides to tumble. The summer of her seventeenth birthday, she meets the man who will set
her plan in motion: a well-regarded journalist whose trust seems surprisingly easy to gain. But as
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Margot is drawn into an adult world she struggles to comprehend, she learns how one impulsive
decision can threaten a family’s love with ruin, shattering the lives of those around her in ways she
could never have imagined. Exposing the seams between private lives and public faces, The Margot
Affair is a novel of deceit, desire, and transgression—and the exhilarating knife-edge upon which the
danger of telling the truth outweighs the cost of keeping secrets.
The Painted Lady Françoise Sagan 1983 A group of hedonistic passengers enjoy nightly musical
entertainments and their own impromptu activities on a Mediterranean cruise aboard a luxury yacht
The Gigolo Françoise Sagan 2018-02-22 'The sap had dried up; the sap, the incentive, the fever, the
desire to do, to act, to act the fool, make love, create' A middle-aged woman breaks with her handsome
young lover; a placid husband is suspected of infidelity; and a dying man reflects on his extramarital
affairs, in these tales of love and disillusionment from the author of Bonjour Tristesse. Penguin Modern:
fifty new books celebrating the pioneering spirit of the iconic Penguin Modern Classics series, with each
one offering a concentrated hit of its contemporary, international flavour. Here are authors ranging
from Kathy Acker to James Baldwin, Truman Capote to Stanislaw Lem and George Orwell to Shirley
Jackson; essays radical and inspiring; poems moving and disturbing; stories surreal and fabulous; taking
us from the deep South to modern Japan, New York's underground scene to the farthest reaches of
outer space.
Coventry Rachel Cusk 2019-09-17 NPR's Favorite Books of 2019 Rachel Cusk redrew the boundaries of
fiction with the Outline Trilogy, three “literary masterpieces” (The Washington Post) whose narrator,
Faye, perceives the world with a glinting, unsparing intelligence while remaining opaque to the reader.
Lauded for the precision of her prose and the quality of her insight, Cusk is a writer of uncommon
brilliance. Now, in Coventry, she gathers a selection of her nonfiction writings that both offers new
insights on the themes at the heart of her fiction and forges a startling critical voice on some of our
most urgent personal, social, and artistic questions. Coventry encompasses memoir, cultural criticism,
and writing about literature, with pieces on family life, gender, and politics, and on D. H. Lawrence,
Françoise Sagan, and Kazuo Ishiguro. Named for an essay Cusk published in Granta (“Every so often,
for offences actual or hypothetical, my mother and father stop speaking to me. There’s a funny phrase
for this phenomenon in England: it’s called being sent to Coventry”), this collection is pure Cusk and
essential reading for our age: fearless, unrepentantly erudite, and dazzling to behold.
"Bonjour Tristesse" by Françoise Sagan Margaret Burrell 1985
The Tree and the Vine Dola De Jong 1996 A lesbian love story set during the Nazi occupation in
Holland.
Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress Sijie Dai 2001 During the Chinese Cultural Revolution, two
boys are sent to the country for reeducation, where their lives take an unexpected turn when they meet
the beautiful daughter of a local tailor and stumble upon a forbidden stash of Western literature.
Chanel's Riviera Anne de Courcy 2019-06-13 Far from worrying about the onset of war, in the spring of
1938 the burning question on the French Riviera was whether one should curtsey to the Duchess of
Windsor. Few of those who had settled there thought much about what was going on in the rest of
Europe. It was a golden, glamorous life, far removed from politics or conflict. Featuring a sparkling cast
of artists, writers and historical figures including Winston Churchill, Daisy Fellowes, Salvador Dalí, the
Duke and Duchess of Windsor, Eileen Gray and Edith Wharton, with the enigmatic Coco Chanel at its
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heart, CHANEL'S RIVIERA is a captivating account of a period that saw some of the deepest extremes
of luxury and terror in the whole of the twentieth century. From Chanel's first summer at her
Roquebrune villa La Pausa (in the later years with her German lover) amid the glamour of the pre-war
parties and casinos in Antibes, Nice and Cannes to the horrors of evacuation and the displacement of
thousands of families during the Second World War, CHANEL'S RIVIERA explores the fascinating world
of the Cote d'Azur elite in the 1930s and 1940s. Enriched with much original research, it is social
history that brings the experiences of both rich and poor, protected and persecuted, to vivid life.
A Fleeting Sorrow Françoise Sagan 1995 One of France's most popular authors tells the story of a man
in his thirties who learns he has terminal cancer--a revelation that exposes the flimsiness of his closest
relationships and causes him to revolt against his former life.
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